increase as a 4 [17, 18] . This circumstance has limited experimental investigation of Bose gases with increasing interaction strength to studying either non-quantum-degenerate gases [19, 20] or BECs with modest interaction strengths (na 3 < 0.06, where n is the atom number density) [21] [22] [23] [24] .
The problem is that the loss rate scales as n 2 a 4 while the equilibration rate scales as na 2 v, where v is the average velocity. Thus, it would seem that the losses will always dominate as a is increased to ∞. Even if we were to forsake thermal equilibrium and suddenly change a in order to project a weakly interacting BEC onto strong interactions [24] [25] [26] [27] , one might expect that three-body losses would still dominate the ensuing dynamics for large a. In this work, however, we use this approach to take a BEC to the unitary gas regime, and we observe dynamics that in fact saturate on a timescale shorter than that set by three-body losses and that exhibit universal scaling with density.
One of the intriguing aspects of the unitary gas is that since a diverges, it can no longer be a physically relevant scale for describing the system and its behavior. For a gas near zero temperature, such as a BEC, the only physical scale that remains at unitarity is the interparticle spacing. (In principle, the size of the cloud, or, equivalently the trap parameters, can provide a length scale, although one that is not intrinsic to the system. In addition,
we are ignoring here any explicit three-body interactions, which could provide an additional length scale.) The gas behavior should then be universal in the sense that it is characterized only by the density n. This means that energies scale as n 2/3 , momenta as n 1/3 , and times as n −2/3 , which we parameterize respectively by E n ≡h 2 (6π 2 n) 2/3 /2m, k n ≡ (6π 2 n) 1/3 , and
The universality that makes the unitary gas so remarkable also provides a reason to hope that rapid three-body loss will not necessarily be an insurmountable barrier to experimental exploration of bulk (as opposed to lattice-confined) degenerate Bose gases with unitarity-limited interactions. For the degenerate unitary Bose gas, both the loss rate and the equilibration rate must scale as n 2/3 . The comparison of the two rates then hinges on unknown numerical prefactors, and it becomes an experimental question whether losses dominate or a local equilibrium can be reached. In addition, we note that on resonance, the shallow bound state that exists for finite positive a disappears, so that loss requires atoms to decay to deeply bound molecular states [28] . For 85 Rb atoms, the previous experimental observation of a relatively narrow, and therefore long-lived, Efimov resonance (characterized by a dimensionless width, η ∼ .06 ≪ 1) [23] is indicative that atoms close together do not decay instantaneously to deeply bound molecular states.
Our experiments begin with a 85 Rb BEC with 6 × 10 4 atoms confined in a 10 Hz spherical magnetic trap [29] . The magnetic field, B, is set 8 G above the 85 Rb Feshbach resonance at B 0 = 155.05 G [30] . This sets the initial a to 150 a 0 , which gives the BEC a Thomas-Fermi density distribution with an average density n = 5.5 × 10 12 cm −3 . With a typical initial temperature < 10 nK, the thermal deBroglie wavelength is large compared to n −1/3 and is not a relevant length scale in the physics of the ensuing experiment. Starting with this BEC in the extremely dilute limit, with n a 3 < 10 −5 , we then decrease B to B 0 in 5 µs.
During the final 3 µs of the ramp of B, n a 3 goes from an essentially dilute value of 10
to n a 3 ≫ 1.
After allowing the cloud to evolve at unitarity for a time t, we measure the momentum distribution of atoms by ramping, equally rapidly, back to small a and allowing the gas to expand ballistically before imaging the cloud using resonant, high-intensity absorption imaging [31] . From an azimuthal average of the image, we extract a momentum-space column densityñ as a function of the component of momentum perpendicular to the line of sight,k. By imaging at various times of flight (7, 13, 25 ms), we increase the dynamic range of our data and reduce the region ofk that is obscured by initial-size effects. We repeat this experimental procedure for various t to explore the evolution of the momentum distribution as a function of time at unitarity. is shown at t = 0. For each t, the integral ñ(k)2πkdk = 8π 3 N (t). For this data n = 5.5 × 10 12 cm −3 , which corresponds to k n = 6.9 µm −1 . Each momentum distribution is obtained from several images for each of three expansion times (7, 13, and 25 ms). The inset shows the same data plotted on log-linear axes. The gray regions indicate the part of data that is contaminated by initial-size effects and, therefore, does not accurately reflect the momentum distribution. We observe the emergence of signal outside this region, and a saturation ofñ(k) for t >100 µs.
From images of the expanded cloud, we also obtain the number of atoms, N, which we show in Fig. 1 as a function of t. Fitting an exponential decay to this early time data yields a time constant of 630 ± 30 µs. A fact that is immediately clear from this data is that the number loss at unitarity occurs on a timescale that is much longer than the few µs duration of our ramps onto and away from the Feshbach resonance.
For understanding the dynamics at unitarity, it is also important to know the timescale for changes in the spatial extent of the condensate. Specifically, exploring the possibility of local equilibration only makes sense while the density of the gas remains largely unchanged.
The spherical aspect ratio of the trap was chosen to optimize the duration of inertial confinement. A priori, it is not obvious whether the BEC will expand or collapse after the jump to unitarity. With in-situ images of the gas at unitarity, we find the cloud size remains unchanged to within our measurement precision for ∼500 µs and then slowly increases. The measured change in the spatial volume of the condensate is (6 ± 9)% during the first 500 µs at unitarity.
Equipped with this information regarding the timescales for number loss and for expansion of the trapped gas at unitarity, we now consider the measured momentum distributions.
These are shown in Fig. 2 for various t, with the inset showing the same data on a log-linear plot. Given the finite times of flight before imaging, the data at smallk are strongly affected by the initial size of the BEC and do not accurately reflectñ(k); the gray regions in Fig. 2 indicate where initial-size effects are non-negligible, and we see that a significant fraction of the signal lies within this region. Nevertheless, the data clearly show the emergence of signal at highk, outside the gray regions. The signal at highk grows as a function of t before saturating in approximately 100 µs. In this time, the gas has not yet lost a significant number of atoms or significantly reduced its density. The fact that the timescale for the shape ofñ(k) to stop evolving is very different than the loss timescale clearly points to a mechanism for this dynamics that is distinct from three-body loss. Furthermore, the much shorter timescale for saturation ofñ(k) suggests the existence of a "quasi-equilibrium" metastable state of a degenerate Bose gas at unitarity.
To look for evidence of universality, we repeated the measurements for a lower initial density of the BEC. Here, we begin the experimental cycle by increasing a to 400 a 0 for 20 ms, increasing the cloud radius and reducing n to 1.6 × 10 12 cm −3 . Following the jump to unitarity, the measuredñ(k) for lower initial n also shows the emergence of signal at highk at unitarity. The distributions are similar to those measured for the higher n (Fig. 2) , except that the dynamics occur over a longer time scale, withñ(k) saturating in approximately 200 µs. We can extract the three-dimensional n(k) using an inverse Abel transform. In Fig. 3 , we show the saturated momentum distributions as a function of the scaled momentum, κ = k/k n , where k n is calculated at the average density n . We find that the shape of the distributions for the two n are very similar.
Given that our data are consistent with a universal shape for the saturated n(κ) at high κ, we now discuss aspects of this distribution. First, we note that although much of the signal remains at small κ where our data are affected by initial-size effects, the population with κ > 0.5 for the saturated n(κ) is nearly 50% of the initial N. Second, for short-range interactions, such as those that give rise to the s-wave scattering length for atoms, one expects a 1/κ 4 tail at high momentum for an equilibrium gas, where the amplitude of this tail is the thermodynamic parameter known as the contact [32] . We do not find evidence for a 1/κ 4 tail at high momentum, which would appear as a flat line for large κ in Fig. 2(inset) ; however, a 1/κ 4 tail may exist below our detection limit at large κ where the signal-to-noise ratio is poor.
Third, we find empirically that the measured momentum distributions fit surprisingly well to an ideal gas Bose distribution:
where an overall scaling factor A, the fugacity z, and the temperature T are three independently varied fit parameters, and k B is Boltzmann's constant. The thin black line in Fig. 3 shows a fit of the high n data for 0.5 < κ < 2.5 to Eqn. 1, where z = 0.96 ± .1 and k B T /E n = 1.1 ± 0.1. That our data are fit so well by z ∼ 1 (degenerate) equilibrium Bose distribution is encouraging but may be accidental; one might expect distinct differences between an ideal-gas prediction and the actual equilibrium distribution in our highly nonideal gas. In Figs. 4 and 5, we examine the timescales for the dynamics that give rise to the saturated n(κ). As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the evolution of the momentum distribution is not uniform, with the higher momentum population saturating earlier. In Fig. 4 , we plot the number of atoms, ∆N, within a specific momentum range as a function of t, for two different ranges of momentum κ and for two different initial densities n . In each case, we find that the number of atoms within the specific momentum range grows and then saturates. We find that the timescale for this saturation increases for smaller κ, and for smaller n . We fit the data for each different κ range to an exponential and extract a time constant τ .
To look for universality in the timescales, we normalize τ by the characteristic time set by the interparticle spacing, t n , where t n is 59 µs and 130 µs for the data at higher and lower n , respectively. Plotting the normalized τ /t n vs. κ, we find that the momentumdependent dynamics at our two different densities are consistent (Fig. 5) . We conclude that the timescale for n(κ) dynamics is universal in that it depends only on the density, or interparticle spacing. The momentum dependence of the timescales remains to be understood, although it is perhaps not unexpected that higher momenta thermalize faster.
In conclusion, we have projected initially weakly interacting BECs onto unitarity-limited interactions and measured the resulting momentum-space dynamics. Three key findings of this work are as follows: (1) The momentum distribution of the unitary gas evolves and then saturates on a timescale that is significantly shorter that the timescale for three-body loss. (2) Both the shape of the saturated momentum distribution and the timescale for the dynamics appear to be universal. (3) Intriguingly, the saturated momentum distribution fits well to the distribution expected for an ideal degenerate Bose-Einstein gas with fugacity z ∼ 1. These findings all support the conclusion that the gas reaches a locally equilibrated, metastable state. This opens the door for experimental investigation of a degenerate unitary Bose gas -something that was previously considered inaccessible.
This work raises some interesting questions: Can a Bose condensate survive at resonance?
Because of finite-size effects, we do not have reliable observations of n(κ) for κ < 0.5. As a result we are currently unable to say whether a population peak at very low momentum survives. Also, can the measured spread in momentum be characterized by a single temperature, and is this temperature below the critical temperature for a Bose gas with unitarity-limited short-range interactions? At high momentum, what is expected for the contact, and does a high-momentum tail whose amplitude corresponds to the contact exist beyond the range of our data, or below our detection limit? Finally, what does the observed momentum dependence of the dynamics tell us about the evolution of the system at unitarity?
